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Goal: Approach a realistic cardiac model
The heart: An excitable system

Heartbeat irregularities: Cardiac
arrhythmia
• Tachycardia, 
• Bradycardia,
• Irregularities

Reasons for arrhythmia 1:
• Blocked arteries in the heart,
• High blood pressure,
• Thyroid disease,
• Infection with COVID-19,
• Drug abuse,
• Smoking,
• Medications

Sudden Cardiac Death (SCD) 2:
• 325,000 adult deaths in the United States each year,
• Worldwide, sudden and unexpected cardiac death

is the most common cause of death, 
• 17 million deaths every year 3

Self-sustained re-entrant 
Arrhythmias: Spiral Waves 

Virtual heart: Cellular 
Automata Cardiac 

Monolayer

Our Artificial Intelligence Framework

Framework to train a neural network and 
generate patterns that lead to reentry

• PPO: Proximal Policy Optimization from OpenAI
• Current environment state: Reward 
• Action: Stimulate the environment

Results: Training the Agent

Discussion and future considerations

• Classifying patterns

• Testing patterns in real mice myocytes: Optogenetics

• Scars in the tissue: Effect in re-entry

• Wave interactions

• Building frameworks for complex models

Clinical Applications:

• Insight into the physiology of not well understood 

underlying cardiac arrhythmia

• Assessing risk to enter arrhythmia based on activity 

• Predicting arrhythmia 
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Figure 1: Simulating cardiac 

monolayers using cellular 

automata

Figure 2: PPO reinforcement learning framework & interaction with 

environment

Figure 3: Graphs showing probability of re-entry by random 

stimulation for given target parameter (Y) vs other parameter 

combinations (X). 

Figure 4: Graph summarizing parameter combinations. Warmer 

colors indicate higher chances for re-entry.

Figure 6: Render of 12 environments in the first few epochs as agent 

learns how to interact and generate waves.

Figure 5: Graphs displaying mean reward produced by random 

agent (left) and model agent (right) (Y) vs time of simulation (X). 

Each line indicates a different epoch. 

Figure 7: Render of 4 solutions that lead to different spiral re-entry 

produced by the agent.
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